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PV Relays to
Have Strong
Open Entries
By Henry Hawkins

PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS CONTINUE - Another historical marker comes down as
construction workers dismantle seating stands at Blackshear Field. The demolition work will make
way for new bleachers and Press Box which are expected to be ready for use when the 1982 football
season gets underway.

It's Official -

PY Receives License for KPVU
Prairie View A&M University, a part of the Texas A&M
University System, has received an official broadcast
license to operate K.PVU-FM,
91 .3 mHz, the first public
radio station in Waller
County , President Alvin I.
Thomas announced recently.
The 10,000-watt station,
which began its program
testing on Thanksgiving Day,
November 26, 1981, was
granted the license by the
Federal Communications
Commission on February 22,
1982. Thus, a project launched
by presidential appointees
Ivory Nelson, vice president
for research and special
programs and Shirley Staples,
head of the department of
communications, to direct the
planning and implementation
of a first class non-commercial

radio station, has reached its
fruition.
KPVU-FM is a diverse and
unique conceptualization of
public radio . It is the only
public radio station licensed to
an historically black public
institution designed to meet the
needs of a multi-racial,
multi-cultural listening audience in a 40-mile coverage
radius of Waller, Grimes,
Washington, Austin and
portions of Fort Bend and
Harris Counties.
Some of the outstanding
program features of KPVUFM, the "positive radio
experience" are a special
country music segment, the
essence of jazz - including
traditional, big band and
contemporary - easy listening
and othc!r music forms .
Educational and cultural needs

are also met through locally
produced talk shows featuring
veteran broadcast personality
Ed Shannon; public affiars
programs from the Longhorn
Network and Broadcast Foundation; and positive expressions from Unity Radio.
KPVU provides a digest of
news with a local, state,
national and international
flavor.
The station launches a
16-hour broadcast schedule on
March 15, 1982 from 8:00 a.m.
until midnight. Once staffing is
complete the station will
inaugurate an official 18-hour
broadcast.
Since its premiere broadcast,
the station has augmented the
interdisciplinary communications program by training
students in board operations,
See LICENSE, Page 2

Early entries for the 52nd
Annual Prairie View Relays,
set for March 26-27 on the
Prairie View campus indicate a
"stronger than usual open
field:' said men's track coach
Hoover Wright.
In addition to the Southwestern Athletic Conference
schools and schools in Texas
who indicated they will run on
the all weather track in the
two-day meet, Wright said he
has received entries from the
Philadelphia Pioneers Development Track Club, the
Houston - based Terlingua
Track Club, the Austin
Striders Track Club and other
individual entries to run in the
open events.
Heading up the Pioneers
entries are hurdlers Dennis
Brantley, Jim Howe, Robert
Kennedy and Ricky Roberson.
Other outstanding entries
under the Pioneers banner
include middle distance runners Clifton Perry, former
Texas Southern star, Robert
Taylor, James Taylor and
Henry Carter.
Another top name on the
track circuit entered in the
Prairie View Relays msprinter
Jerome Deal. In all the
Pioneers are expected to have
11 runners in the open
division, Wright said.
Entries from the Striders
Track Club include Cheryl
Dixon in the 100 and 200
meters, Saknaih Saltan in the
400 meters and Darrell
McDonald in the 200 and 400
meter dashes.
All three are recent high
school graduates but not yet in
college. They recently particiSee RELAYS, Page 3

GUEST ARTISTS - Antonieta Bravo and Mike Kridner.

PV Dance Ensemble to
Perform March 23-24
Dance, Dance, Dance . Mexico City, Ms. Bravo is a
.. To The Max is the title of member of Houston's Dance
the spectacular planned by Art Companyy. Mr. Kridner
Prairie View's Dance En- has performed with numerous
semble on March 23-24 at 8:00 civic and regional companies in
p.m. in the H-T Little theatre. Texas and colorado.
Ms. Norma Jean Spinks
Special guest performer will
be Antonieta Bravo and Mike directs the show sponsored by
Kridnec, professional dancers the Health and Physical
of Hou·ston . A native of Education Department.

Religious Emphasis Week
Set for March 28-April 3
The "Religious Emphasis M.S.C. Aud. with guest
Week" will be observed this speaker: Dr. A. Louis
year on the campus of Prairie Patterson, Jr., Pastor: Mt.
View A&M University (a part Corinth Baptist Church of
of Texas A&M System; as a Houston, Texas and the
cooperative venture by the
See RELIGIOUS, Page 3
United Ministries and Senior
Fellow Association . All student organization are represented in the ground roots of
planning and implementation.
The purpose of such venture
is to: (1) Bring together all
religious entities and student
interest groups on the campus,
(2) Create an awareness for the
need of religion (Judae-Christian), (3) Converge the
fundamental and contemporary moralities in discovering
God's direction for college
students in 1982, and ( 4)
Develop a melting pot for
family living under the
Fatherhood of God. To attain
such purposes, the theme is:
"Religious Awareness: Old
Values Vs. New Morality!'
The general programatic
procedures include:
Sunday, March 28 Sunday School, 9:30 a.m.,
M.S.C., Rm. #206, Non-Structured Morning Worship, 10:45
Dr. Alvin I. Thomas,
a.m., M.S.C. Aud., 3:00 p.m., president of Prairie View A&M
Plenary Session - Family University, has been named by
Relations, Led by: Father Governor Bill Clements to the
Jerome LeDoux, S.V.D., Texas Aerospace and National
Rector: St. Martin, Deporres Defense Technology DevelopCatholic Church and the ment Council.
Newman Association, Prairie
Thomas will be joining a
View.
cross section of other
Monday, March 29 - 7:30 prominent Texas industfial,
p.m., Mini-Workshops in educational, governmental and
Residence Halls.
civic leaders on the new panel.
Tuesday, March 30 - 12:00 The Council was created
Noon, Luncheon Assembly, through executive order by
Alumni Hall westside, 2:00 - Clements to focus national
5:00 p.m., Individual and attention of the state's
group conferences, Live inter- technological, research and
view on K.PVU-FM 91.3, 7:30 educational resources and
p.m., Revival Time Service,
See DEFENSE, Page 4

Dr. A. I. Thomas
Appointed to
Defense Council

MEET THE PANTHER KITTENS_ PV Dance and Drill team add spice to indoor athletic events.

(Phow by Harold Taylor/
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Religious -

KPVU-FM SPRING SCHEDULE: PROGRAMMING
TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 :00
11 :30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4,00
4:30

Agricultural
Report / Good News

Agricultu-ol
Report / Good News

Agricultural
Report/ Good News

Agricultural
Report / Good News

Agricultural
Report / Good News

Troditionol Jazz

Traditional Jazz

Troditionol Jou

Troditionol Jou

Troditionol Jou

5 ,00

5:30
6,00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 :00
11 :30
12:00

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Trodionol

Power Potential

Power / Potential

Moster Control /
Baptist Hour
Block Beat
Views from P.V

Your World
Poooromo

Your World
New Oinensions

Features/ Week
Consider the
Alternatives

Your World
Inquiring Mind

Features/ Week
Block Amento

Notionol Arts Rev.
Forum

Naso Report
Consider the
Alternatives

Easy listening

Easy Listening

Easy listening

Easy listening

Easy Listening

Easy listening

lnspirolionol

Science Report
lilerory Report

Power / Potential

News/ Sports
Country Music

News/ Sports
Country Music

Good News
Medical/ Business
Consider the
Alternatives

Good News
Medical/ Business
lnnuirino Mind

Good News
Medical/Business
Block America

Contemporary

Contemporary

News/ Sports

News/ Sports

News/ Sports

Career Information
Country Music
Good News
Medical/Business

Country Music

Country Music

Good News

Poooromo

Medical/ Business
New Dimensions

Humon Condition

Dr. Jewel Berry

Contemporary

Dr. Jewel Berry Named
Biology Department Head

Jou Features

Dr. Jewel E. Berry, biology
professor, has been appointed
by President A. I. Thomas to
head the Department of
Biology, effective March I •
As Head of the Department
of Biology, Dr. Berry will be

Easy listening

Solso/ Reggoe
Contemporary
Contemporary

Fusion/Vocals

Fosion/Vocols

Fusion/Vocals

Fusion/Vocals

Fusion/Vocals

Fusion/Vocals

Jou Vocals and
Contemporary

Communications Department Sets lecture Series
The Department of Communications will sponsor its
1982 Spring Lecture Series
featuring three prominent
journalists on March 23, 24,
and 25 in Hilliard Hall.
The series will include
presentations by a visiting
reporter, an editor, and a
photo journalist. Their topics
will include career options in
jouirnalism; how to find
journalism internships; and
how to prepare for the
journalism job market.
According to Ms. Shirley
Staples, department head, all

communications majors are
panicipating, with particular
emphasis for students in the
journalism option. Other
students, staff members and
guests are invited to attend.
Outstanding
journalists
scheduled for seminars include
George E. Curry, reporter with
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch·
Linda S. Loclchart, copy:
editor, The Milwaukee Journal; and Durell Hall, Jr.,
photographer,
Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times.
Mr . Curry will visit with
students and lecture on

PV Gets License for KPVU
CONTINUED from Page I
announcing and engineering.
Tuesday, March 23; Ms.
Lockhart, Wednesday, March
24; and Mrs. Hall on
Thursday, March 25.
Other activities planned by
faculty and students include
tours, interviews, exhibits,
luncheons and refreshments.

All journalism and communications classes will be involved
as well as persons with student
publications and Radio Station
KPVU.

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL

6'
~ -©Jf@cfilflli9 UTITillil@IDl
P. 0. BOX 2606
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445

Dr. A. I. Thomas

Perspective
United Notions
Dr. Thomas Rep.
Texas Weekly

Jou Greats

Contemporary

CONTINUED from Page I
Baptist Student Movement
Choir leading the music.
Wednesday, March 31 9:00 - 12:00 a.m., Fellowship
with music and refreshments,
M.S.C. Rm. #135 by the
Wesley Foundation - Methodist Campus Ministry.
7:30 p.m., Gospel and
Spiritual Song Festival with
community and campus choirs
and groups.
Monday-Friday, March 29April 3 - 12:00 noon, Bible
Study and Inspiration, M.S.C.
Rm. #206 by the Joy Bible
Study.
Due to many other prescheduled events on the
University campus it is
necessary that we not have
other settings, but a continuance of such will be carried on
with the cooperative efforts of
the United Ministries and the
Department of Student Affairs .
Reported by
Darnell L. Walker,
Director, .
Wesley Foundation

lnspirotionol
Music 6-8 p.m

Jou

The staff includes Shannon as
station director and Weldon
Maddox as chief engineer. A
program director will be hired
soon.
According to Staples and
Shannon, KPVU will cover
sports events this fall as a part
of the Prairie View A&M
University Sports Network.
The newly renovated Hilliard
Hall Communications Center
is ideally designed and
equipped for the radio station
See LECENSE, Page 4

responsible for the planning,
organization,
development,
administration, supervision,
evaluation and all other related
assignments in the Department
of Biology.
A member of the Prairie
View A&M staff since 1956,
MOVE WF.ST INCREASING Dr. Berry holds the AB and
For the last 10 years MA degrees from Fisk
migration to the western part University and the PhD from
of the United States has been Notre Dame University. In
on the increase. ln the last five addition to his leadership in
the increase has amounted to academics, the new depart53 percent. In the South or Sun ment head and his wife are
Belt, migration has decreased active in c1v1c affairs,
by 25 percent according to U. community and youth organizations.
S. census data.

I.ASTCHANCa
March 24 will be the
Cut-Off date for refunds on
Gil Scott Heron Tickets
at the University Field House
Ticket Booth

MAKE $12.200 FOR
COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO COLLEGE.

Dr. Artllu C. Waldn&(on

NOW OFFERING
REGULAR SHARE ACCOUNTS ($25.00 Minimum)
ALL SAVERS CERTIFICATE ($500.00 Minimum)
30 MONTHS SHARE CERTIFICATE ($1,000 Minimum)
6 MONTHS MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATE ($10,000 Min.I
NEW INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT (IRA)
($1,000 Minimum)

Biology Dept Hosts Seminar
The Biology Department of Summer Staff Researcher,
Prairie View A&M University 1966, Pfizer Chemical Comwas host to one of its own a pany, Orofton, CoDDCCticut;
few weeks ago. The guest Assistant Professor of Biolospeaker was Dr. Arthur C. gy, 1967-1972, Chicago City
Washington, Director of College, Chicago, ID.; AssociBiochemical Research Labora- ate Professor of Biology, 1972,
tory and Professor of Biology Langston University, Langat Prairie View A&M ston, OK.
University. The topic of his
He served as president of the
seminar was "Molecular National Institute of Science
Aspects on the Development of 1975-1977; member of Board
the Slime Mold, Dictyostclium of Directors of National
Discordeum!' He had pub- Institute of Science, 1977 to
lished and presented 22 papers present; and Chairman of the
concerning this research.
National Institute of Science
Dr. Washington received his - Beta Kappa Chi Convention
B. S. from Texas College in 1981. He is also a member of
Tyler, Texas., his M. S. from Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee,
Alabama and his Ph.D. in
The holy passion of
Biology (Development and friendship is of so sweet and
Microbiology) from Illinois
steady and loyal and enduring
Institute of Technology in a nature that it will last
Chicago, Ill., in 1971. He through a whole lifetime, if
served as a Plant Pathology not asked to lend money.
Research Scientist, 1963-64,
-Mark Twain
Washinaton State University;

11

CONTINUED from Page I
pated in the Scars AAU
National Jr. Olympics in
Winston-Salem, N. C:
Dixon has posted times of
11.91 and 24.9 in the 100 and
200 meters, Saltan has a 57 .1 in
the 400 meters and McDonald
21.49 and 47.68 in the 200 and
400 meters respectively.
Another top open competitor, who has an early entry
blank in is 17-year-old Laura
Craven from Beechcroft High
School in Columbµs, Ohio.
She has set two American hi&h
School Girls Indoor records.
She ran a 9:27.4 in the 3000
meter on January 31 breaking
the old mark of 9:29 set by
Debbie Quarter in 1974 at the
Greater Boston Track Clun
lnvitational at Harvard. Then
in February she set a record for
the 2-mile running that in
10:10.5 . That came at the
USA/Mobile National lndoor
Track and Field Championships at Madison Square
Garden.

City Prices''

Not f!Jf' Charity

~

But for Semce•
OFFICE HOURS, Monday thru Friday 9:00 - 6,00 p.m.
Saturdays 9:00 - 12:00 Noon

CHEVROLET
US Army Recruiting Station
1242 West 43d Street
Houston, TX TT018

(713)686-3779

LAWRENCE MARSHALL
-CHEVROLET-OLDS., INC. ~
P. 0. Box 983 -

HEMPSTEAD
826-2411

Tri-Beta Honor Society Memben, (from 1-r) Dorotlt1 Ringer and Jue Ryder look at a sliae
mold on a recmt nature trip.

ACCOUNTANTS & ENGINEERS
Electrical/Mechanical

Relays -

We Clobber Big

OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit

OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni

(Photo by Harold Taylor)

MarsJ,all Chevrolet-Olds
in Hempstead

A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Five Years

PHONE: (713/ 857-4925)

l

PANtHER

Hempstead

OLDSIIOBIU

HOUSTON
-46.18484

AT.JCP&L...llfE FlJfURE IS NOW
If your drive is toward a responsible role offering innovative freedom
in an indispensible industry. talk to
us. At Jersey Central Power & Light
Company, one of the nation' s major
electric utilities serving large areas o1
New Jersey, creativity is a prized
commodity. It's viewed . in fact, as
the primary route o1 attack on the
multiple challenges we face.
Consider: increasing power demands in the home, business and
industry; a critical energy situation
creating the urgent need for sate,
less expensive energy alternatives
and new power generating tech·
nologies. Consider: rising costs;
creating absolute necessity for maintaining and increasing operating efficiencies and cost reduction. A galaxy
of immediate and long-term
problems.
Clearly, we can 't afford to waste
anything. Especially talent . Your kind

of talent-with the ability to make
solid technical contributions and
shoulder responsibility. Whether you
come to us at entry level or with a
measure of practical experience supporting your degree, we 'll put you in
a position to use all of your resources
and to reach deeper for some you
might not even know you have. For
more details about our competitive
salaries and excellent benefits which
include relocation assistance. be
sure to see our Representative who
will be

ON CAMPUS,
THURSDAY, MARCH 25
To arrange an interview, sign up at
your Placement Office or write directly to: Caryl James, Human Resources
Department, Box 325

tXi J:1 • [rj ijl l
JERSEY CENTRAL POWER & UQHT COMPANY

Madison Avenue at Punch Bowl Road, Morristown, New Jersey 07960
MEMBER COMPANY OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES SYSTEM
An Equlll Oppo11unlty Employer ..,.,/VIH

FOUR
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March 28-April 3 is
Academic Honors Week

Financial Aid Study Report

Academic Achievement (Honors) Week has been set for
March 28-April 3 for observance at Prairie View A&M
University.
The purpose of Honors Week is to focus the entire student
body and faculty on the joys and pleasures of scholastic and
academic achievement.
The Spring Honor Convocation is scheduled for Thursday,
April I, as is the President's Dinner for Honor Students.
According to Dr. Edward Martin, Dean of Arts & Sciences,
the Convocation speaker will be White House Senior Policy
Advisor Dan Smith, who represents the Reagan Administration.
The dinner speaker is PV alumnus James Glover, treasurer,
· Aninoil, USA Inc., Houston.
It is traditional that the faculty present themselves in
academic attire to pay tribute to the students who earned a place
on the Honor Roll for the Fall Semester - 1981-82.

Panther Coach McKinley
Pleased With Progress
Prairie View - One week of
spring drills and a two-hour
controlled scrimmage has left
Prairie View football coach
Jim McKinley a bit pleased.
"I'm pleased with the way
the quarterback;s and running
backs have been able to pick
up the system in just a short
time!' McKinley said. "The
offensive line as a whole has
been impressive also:• he
added.
But all was not roses for the
new Panther mentor. "We still
have a long way to go!' he said
in the same breath. "It's still a
new day with all positions

Defense CONTINUED from Page I
Thayer of Dallas is chairman
of the group.
"Historically, Texas has
played a major role in our
country's defense:• Governor
Clements said when he formed
the panel. "As we move deeper
into the Space Age, and face
growing competition from
other regions in technological
development, we must have a
coordinated effort to focus on
the capabilities and opportunities of Texas industries and
educational institutions. The
Council will help assure Texas
of its full share of space-age
research and development job
opportunities which flow from
this expanding area of
activity'.'

before the spring session is
over'. '
McKinley had praise for
quarterbacks Maurice Mitchell
(senior-to-be from Atlanta,
Ga.) and Darryl Terrall
(sophomore-to-be from Ft.
Worth, Tx.) . "They have
picked up the system quickly
and had a good scrimmage.
Running backs who caught
McKinley's eye during the first
scrimmage were fullbacks
Howard Grant (senior to be
from Milwaukee, Wisc.) and
Rickey Bryant (junior-to-be
from Dade City, Fla.). "We
have a good battle going on
there with those two fullbacks:• McKinley said.
Another pleasant surprise
for McKinley was walk-on
tailback Edward Jackson
(sophomore-to-be from Longview, Tx.) . Jackson romped
for more than 150 yards on 13
carries in the scrimmage while
Bryant and Grant bulled their
way for 68 yards each.
McKinley had praise for his
entire offensive line of Johnny
Allen (senior-to-be from Houston, Tx.), Lindsay West
(senior-to-be from New Orleans, La .), Ralph Williams
(junior-to-be from New Orleans, La.), James Stewart
(sophomore-to-be from Ft.
Worth, Tx.) and Jesse Nelson
(senior-to-be from Chicago,
111.).
•'I was real pleased with
some of the things the

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
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"Say what, thats the fourth time this week baby, I suggest
you get a longer lasting shampoo!'

Apply Now

College of Business Announces
The Esther J. Tyler
Memorial Scholarship
Applications are now being accepted for students interested
in applying for the E. J. Tyler Memorial Scholarship. To apply,
submit the following to the E. J. Tyler Scholarship Committee,
Hobart Taylor Building, Room 2C222.
I. An up-to-date Summary Sheet (or copies of grades)
2. Three (3) letters of recommendation - at least one must
be from an instructor in the College of Business.
3. An Essay entitled, "Why I Feel I Am Worthy of Being
The Recipient of the E. J. Tyler Memorial Scholarship'.'
Maximum length: 2½ double-spaced pages (8½ x 11).
To be eligible, the applicant must be majoring in a discipline
in the College of Business and must have at least a 2. 75 grade
point average.
DEADLINE: MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1982

Election Office Unable to
Process Many Applications
A . S. Wier, election administrator for Waller County,
says his office has received a
number of voter registration
applications which they are
U(l'.'.ble to process because the
application cards are improperly or incompletely filled
out.
According to Wier, all
questions on the application
card must be amwered and the
c,Jrrect and definate address

offensive line was able to
accomplish. But we still have a
long way to go.
"Defensively we have a lot
of holes to fill and we'll take a
long look at a lot of different
players in a lot of different
postions:• McKinley said.
Some major moves already
made were James Hayes
(senior-to-be from Los Angeles, Ca.) from cornerback to
linebacker, Allen from defense
to offense, Clarence Phipps
See McKinley, Page 6

given so that the voter can be
placed in the correct voting
precinct.
Individuals who used a post
office box or R.F.D. address
on their registration application should contact the
Election Administrators office
at the Waller County Courthouse and give them a more

License CONTINUED from Page 2
facility, closed circuit and
cable television applications,
journalism and graphics laboratories - including an
electronic newsroom, and
administrative offices.
As a public radio station,
university officials expect
KPVU-FM to play a vital role
in tne university's public
service mission as a
community re3ource and
medium for extending the
university's intellectual and
creative capabilities to a broad
and diverse audience.

Pell Grants - The president wants to reduce Pell Grants by
another $91 million in FY 1982 and then fund the program at
only $1.4 billion in FY 1983. He proposed that the maximum
grant at this lower funding level be set at SI ,600. Administration
officials estimate that 1.8 million students would receive Pell
Grants in 1983-84, down from 2.7 million in 1981-82. The budget
projects a still deeper cut to $1 billion in FY 1984 (academic year
1984-85).
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants - The
Administration would not provide any funding for this program
in FY 1983, although it would allow colleges to use up to ten
percent of their College Work-Study allocation for supplemental
grants. In 1981-82, 586,000 students received SEOG' s; in 1982-83
440,000 students are expected to receive these grants.
College Work-Study - The President proposed a $44
million rescission in FY I 982 and then would reduce this program
to $398 million in FY 1983. The Administration expects CW-S
recipients to drop froift990,000 in 1981-82 to 720,000 in 1983-84.
National Direct Student Loans - The Administration is not
asking for any new capital contribution for NDSL loans in FY
1983. Institutions would be able to make new loans with money in
their NDSL revolving funds, estimated to be approximately $405
million in 1983 or enough for 478,000 loans at $700 each. These
revolving funds, however, are very unevenly distributed among
institutions, and relatively new participants in NDSL would have
little or nothing to lend.
State Student Incentive Grants - Now that all states have
established grant programs, the Reagan Administration wants to
eliminate the Federal matching grants in FY 1983 . The
Administration also wants a $6 million rescission in FY 1982,
which would affect state plans currently underway for 1982-83
awards. Approximately 300,000 students received SSIG's in
1981-82.
Guaranteed Student Loans - Unless major changes are
made in GSL, the President estimates this program will cost $3.4
billion in FY 1983. To bring the program down to $2.5 billion in
federal obligations, he proposes the following:
- increase the borrower's loan origination fee from five to
10 percent.
- require that all GSL eligibility be determined through need
analysis; at present students from families with incomes less than
$30,000 may borrow the maximum amount automatically.
-require all graduate students to borrow under the auxiliary
loan program, which has lower subsidies and more immediate
repayment requirements that GSL.
- eliminate the federal special allowance two years after a
borrower leaves school and allow the lender to set a new,
unsubsidized interest rate for the remainder of the repayment
period.

Models of The Week

Karen Blackmon

specific location. "Waller
County voters who have
previously be~n registered
to vote in the county and who
have not had their registration
cancelled will not have to
re-register:• said Wier. "These
voters can expect to receive
their new cards in the mail
within the next few weeks'.'

ment at Prairie View A&M
University, wishes to announce
the establishment of a
Memorial Fund at St. Francis
of Assisi Episcopal Church,
Prairie View.
They extend an invitation to
any of his friends, associates,
and colleagues who wish to
remember and honor their
father in this way, to make
contributions to the Fund in
care of Fr. Jim Sproat at St.
Francis', P . 0 . Box 2602,
Prairie View, Texas, 77445.

Lisa Jackson, Computer Major from Galveston.
(Photo by Harold Taylor)
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New Organization:

The Cultural
Exchange Society

The Cultural Exchange
Society of Prairie View A&M
University is a newly-formed
organization. It's aim is to
bring together the many civic,
cultural and social groups on
campus with hopes of
achieving this goal by
sponsoring:
1. Seminars on topics of
national and international
concern given by expert guest
speakers;
2. Exhibitions of regional
and international arts and
Career Education & crafts;
3. Tours to various U.S.
Placement Center
cities as well as to several
foreign countries;
BUSINESS ONLY
4. International food fairs,
Thursday, March 25, 1982
including American regional
JERSEY CENTRAL
dishes;
POWER & LIGHT
5. International
variety
Morristown, New Jersey
nights and parties.
Disciplines: Accounting
The Cultural Exchange
Wednesday, March 31, 1982
Society is sponsored by the
NATIONAL BANK
Department of English and
EXAMINERS
Modern Languages, with Ms.
Houston, Texas
Marilyn Douglas and Mrs.
Disciplines: Business
Mamie Mcleod as the faculty
Administration
advisors.
Students interested in join"The other day my doctor
ing the organization may
told me I had low blood
contact Ms. Douglas or Mrs.
pressure, but he promptly gave
Mcleod by calling 357-2322 or
me something to raise it - his by visiting rooms 203 or 207 of
bill!" - Alan King.
the Educational Building.

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
ot

TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN
and
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINES
Next Door to Pick & Pay food Market
Hempstead, Texas
YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATElJ

Ford and Mercury Products

----------Any news items, advertising,

or matters of interest to THE
PANTH ER m ay be presented to the Department of S~u~cnt
Publications Communications Bldg., ~nd Floor, H1ll1ard
Hall, Telc;honc 857-2117.
C. A. Wood, Publications
Director.

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK

CASS Student Advertising, Incorporated
1633 West Central, Evanston, Illinois 60201

Waller, Texas

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

.......
.- ... ... . ...... .
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Our Sucess is Showing

Mrs. Shelia Coney Miller
(Class of '75) received the
"Employee of the Year"
Award from Capital National
Band. Shelia was a business
education major while at
Prairie View. She worked part
time as a student assistant for
the Dean of the College of
Business, Dr. B. Rollins. The
news article in the official
house organ from Capital
stated:
"Employee of the y ear" an honor given with careful
consideration and immense
respect and received with just
as much intense feeling - was

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA

Association ■••~••
WILLIE STEFKA

Local ASCE
College ol Business:
Chapter Holds PV Graduate
Paper Contest Receives Award
The ASCE Student Chapter
of Prairie View A&M
University held their Annual
Studenl Paper Contest on
March 3, 1982, which was
directed by the president,
Cynthia Harvey. The judges
were Dr. John Fuller and H.
Y. Yeh.
The contestants were Degaldra Gurley, Cordis Yates and
Jimmy James. It was a hard
decision on the judges to
determine the winner. However, Jimmy won first place
with a paper entitled "A Study
on Ultrasonic Residual Stress
Measures". Degaldra won second place with her paper on
"Flood Problems in Houston
and Trends in Solutions".
Cordis Yates won third place
prize with her paper on "Solar
Heated Houses". The prizes
were: 1st place - $25.00; 2nd
place - $15.00; and 3rd place
- $10.00.
Jimmy will now represent
the ASCE Student Chapter in
the Houston Student Paper
Contest on March 16, 1982. He
will then travel to Fort Worth
to compete in the Texas
Student Paper Contest against
all the college in Texas. The
students of Prairie View wish
Jimmy the best of luck.
By Norris Hunter

W. H. Stickney Memorial Fund
The family of the late Mrs.
William H . Stickney, Sr.,
longtime Professor and Head
of the Graphics Arts Depart-
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HEMPSTEAD
FORD-MERCURY, INC.

ALEXANDER'S
GULF STATION

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

SUPPORTING THE PANTHERS

Telephone: (713} 372-9613 or (713) 372-2119
Waller, Texas 77484

Shelia Mlller-'75 is Employee of Year.

proudly presented to SHEILA different managers from
MILLER, supervisor of Word various areas of the bank,
Processing, at our December Shelia's excellence in peremployee meeting. In the midst formance and dedication to
of happy tears from Shelia Capital truly makes her a
(and everyone else), chairman shining star and valuable
of the board Marvin West and "asset" to our staff.
Sheila began her career at
Shelia's manager, Liz Tabers,
handed her an engraved plaque Capital as an MTST operator
and $400 in cash as co-workers in September of 1975, moved
expressed their congratulations on to Communications Center
secretary in April of 1977 and
with heartfelt applause.
For Shelia, 1981 was filled was promoted to supervisor of
with equipment problems, Word Processing in November
deadlines, tripled worlcloads, 1978.
Her "leisure time" at home
and endless hours of overtime,
but she never failed to strive is spent with husband Gary
for quality work on a timely and their 3-year-old daughter,
basis Praised by a dozen Shelida.

GETAM
EDUCATION
MONEYCAN'T

BUY. PWS
$15.100

FOR COLLEGE.
Join the Army for two years. Because
not only is the Army one place where
you'll mature in a hurry, it's a great
place to get a lot of money for college
fast, too.
You see, if you participate in the
Army's college financial assistance
program, the money you save for
college is matched two-for-one by
the government. Then, if you qualify,
the Army will add up to $8,000 on top
of that.
That's $15,200 in just two years.
For more information, call your college
recruiter.
US Army Recruiting Station
1242 West 43d Street
Houston, TX 77018
(713)68&3779

ARMY. BEALL
YOUCMIBE.

MARCH 18-2.'3, 1982
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National Consumer Week Scheduled In April

Positions Available
Contact Department of the Army, HQ III Corps and Fort
Hood, Civilian Personnel Office, Special Examining Unit, Fort
Hood, Texas 76544
Fort Hood, Texas, announces the acceptance of applications
for Engineers, GS-5, 7, 9; Salary $16,278; $20,170; $23,371 per
year. Target Level: GS-11 or GS-12; Salary $25,138 & $28,245 per
year. You may obtain current pay information for 1he Fort
Hood Special Examining Unit or from any Federal Job
Information Center.
Fort Hood, Texas, announces the acceptance of applications
for Recreation Assistant, GS-189-02/03/04 and Supervisory
Recreation Aid, GS-189-05, at Fort Hood, Texas. Salary: GS-02
- $9,381/per year; GS-03 - $10,235/per year; GS-04 $11 490/per year; GS-05 - $12,854/per year.
'Fort Hood, Texas, announces the acceptance of applications
for Health Aid, GS-699-3, at Fort Hood, Texas. Salary:
$4.92/per hour.
NOTE: This supersedes announcement DA-FH-2-12 issued 4
November 1981.
DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES: This announcement covers
Health Aid positions in various locations. Typical duties include:
Provide technical support and assistance to professional medical
and health personnel. The positions may include support duties
to medical or health personnel such as the audiologist, speech
pathologist, medical officer (orthopedic surgeon, opthalmologist, etc.), or optometrist.
PROFESSIONAL NURSING POSTIONS
GS-610-05/07 /09
Darnall Army Community Hospital employs many Registered
Nurses. Positions target at the GS-09 level. ALL POSITIONS
REQUIRE WORKING ROTATING SHIFTS.
REQUIREMENTS - In brief the positions require active,
current registration as a professional nurse in a State, District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, or a territory of
the United States. In addition the higher grades require the
following amounts of qualifying professional experience in
addition to the education shown:

Grade
5
7
9

Associate degree
program, or diploma
program of less
than 30 months
(Years)
I
2
3

Diploma program
of 30 months
or more
(Years)
0
I
2

Own Person
By Matthew A. Castille
In each walk of life, we do
not have to look afar to find
somebody who is against
something or somebody. Yet,
when we discover ourselves in
these predicaments, especially,
without good reason or a good
cause, certainly, we are not
being our own person.
Whereas, it might be easy
for some of us to point out and
exaggerate the situation and
condition of others, assisting
in bringing about a solution
will perhaps be one of the best
things that we could possibly
do.
To disagree is human, but to
hate carry with it a
connotation of stupidity. So,
let each of us be our own
person. And, short will lie the
forces of evil in our own lives.

IRSTAXTIP
Preparer

-

II You Hire a Tu Return

Don t allow the preparer lo com-

plete the return ,n pencil

Baccalaureate
degree
Starting
program
Salary
(Years)
$12,854
PA ($6.18ph)
0
15,922 PA ($7.65ph)
I
19,477,PA ($9.36ph)
2

on the future in styl,e!
· Hi!ar a College Ring with
diamonds from ArtCarved.
On campw now, excluaiv-,Y •Ith your ArtCarved
,.,,,...,,,e11ve,
la the bHutfful and very affordable

Designer Dlemond Collection. Don't miaa it/
You can clloc»e from thrN exqulaltely crafted atylu,
with diamonde, In 1OK or 14K gold.
( All atyta .,. a/So available in the elegant
dlemond-wbatltute Cubic Zicrt".nla).
Your succ~ speak for themselvn.
Let your college ring speak for you,
and eloquently, for all the successful
years to come.

President Reagan has desigflllted the week of April 25 as
National Consumer Week.
At Prairie View, President
A. I., Thomas has appointed
Dr. Flossie M. Byrd, Dean of
the College of Home Economics, to serve as liaison
officer to the white house in
developing activities for National Consumer Week at
Prairie View A. M.

THE CHARLES GILPIN PLAYERS

Director Turner Talks About
Plans for Washington Trip
"It's like going to the Rose
Bowl or having a command
performance of Oscar winners:• says C. Lee Turner,
drama instructor of Prairie
View A&M University's Gilpin
Players who are heading for
the 14th Annual American
College Theater Festival in
Washington April 23-24.
After winning area last fall,
then on to state and regionals
in Ft. Worth in February, the
exceptional drama team will
again show off their winning
musical revue, "Don't Bother
Me I Can't Cope", by Micki
Grant.
"Most of the critics have
said that our production is the
best of the six winners:• Turner
said.
The prestigious event, tops
in the nation's colleges and
university productions will
start April 21 and last through
May 2 in Washington's
Terrace Theater in the John F.
Kennedy Center for The
Time is running out for
approximately 900,000 veterans to use their G l Bill
educational benefits. Current
law permits a veteran to use
education benefits within I0
years following discharge, or
by December 31,1989, whichever is earlier.

Performing Arts.
To put Prairie View's signal
honor in perspective, the
Gilpin Players are in their
sophomore year of entering the
festival and have won out over
more than 400 colleges in the
nation.
Not only did they win with
"Cope" but have individual
winners in Paul Osborne, who
brought in the coveted Irene
Ryan Acting Scholarship
Award.
Osborn charmed audiences
and critics th rough the
regionals with a brace of
text-book perfect audition
pieces with a broadly comic
sketch from "Green Pastures:•
and a poignant dramatic
monologue from Krishna
Shah's "The River Niger:•
A third winner from the
Gilpins was Robert Hart, who
was Osborne's partner in the
comic sketch. This was the first
time that an award was given
to a supporting or partner role
in the regionals.
Director Turner explained
the year's tum-a-round of his
students.
"They worked extremely
hard, listened easily to
directing, and we had a year's
experience under our belt.
He also hinted that Prairie
View learned what type plays
work for your group, and for
the critics.
"We have reached the tops
in national drama stature in
two short years, and now that
we have tasted the sweet
victories, we are going to strive

to stay there:' predicted
Turner.
The gifted director who has
more than a score of hit
directions to his credit, and
made more state finals than
anyone from the Houston
Independent School District
when he was drama instructor
there, says Prairie View A&M
University is urgently seeking
white students along with
black.
"But we want to be known
not only as Black Theater, but
World Theater. We do
everything from minstrels to
full scale productions of
Shakespeare and Greek classics'.'
Turner said plans are being
made to present "Cope" to
Houston audiences before the
Washington production, because "we want to share this
rxciting event with those we
consider our people'.'
The Gilpin Players, some of
whom followed their idol when
he joined Prairie View in 1979
after 13 years in HISD and a
year at Cy-Fair, give Turner
most of the credit for national
stature.
Says Paul Osborne:
"He is the finest drama
coach and director in the
country, at least on the
university level, and anybody,
and I mean anybody interested
in drama as a career should not
miss the opportunity to study
under this sensitive person,
and Dr. Theodis Shine, head
of the University's drama
department'.'

A Reminder from
SELECTIVE SERVICE
IC you are a male citizen, or alien residing in the U.S.,
you must register with Selective Service within 30 days
of yourl8th birthday.

If you were born in 1960, 61, 62 or 63 you should already
have registered. If you have not, you should do so as
soon as possible. There is a grace period tor late
registrations without penalty in effect through
February 28, 1982.

You may register at any U.S. Post Office_

Aprll 5
Aprll 7

to
3:00 p.m.

DEPOSIT REQUIRED MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED

University
Exchange
(Bookstore)
•1982 ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS. INC

print materials, show films,
and give talks and demonstrations.
Give a series of adult
education consumer workshops. "What to Ask the Auto
Mechanic!' "Your Credit
Rights:• "The Home Improvement Transaction:• and

other selected topics of interest
could be given each night of
national Consumers Week.
Highlight the available ways
to resolve disputes outside the
court system. Let consumers
know where they can get help.
Encourage business to improve
dispute resolution procedures.

Use "teach-ins!' radio, or
letters to acknowledge the
week. Give them some ideas.
Develop a consumer teaching unit during NCW on
special consumer issues such as
credit, energy, housing, or
transportation.
Encourage local or state

White House Special
Assistant Suggest Project
Ideas for National
Consumer Week

SUPPORT
THE
PANTHERS

DATE:
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Selective Service Syetem
Registration Information Bureau
Washington O.C. 20435

Have your students conduct
and publicize price and quality
surveys in cooperation with
government agencies.
Use this week as a time for
your students to meet with
local government officials,
legislators or educational
leaders on consumer education
issues. Explore ways to work
together to strengthen consumer education.
Schedule a faculty meeting.
Give math, science, social
studies, business education,
economics and home economics teachers an opportunity to draw up plans.
Suggest that English teachers improve students' verbal
and writing skills by having
t hem act out consumer
situations; write letters of
inquiry or mock scripts for TV
shows.
Science classes could analyze
products.
Math classes could get into
credit or comparison shopping.
Social studies and economics
classes can discuss the
implications of inflation or
interest rates on the economy.
Conduct consumer educations fairs at a local shopping
mall or community center.
Join forces with other local
consumer, government, and
business groups to distribute

Students Attend
Branch Paper
Contest
Four members of the
A . S.C.E. of Prairie View
A&M University took a trip to
Houston Engineering and
Scientific Society (HESS),
located near downtown Houston, on March 16, 1982. One
of the members of the
A.S.C.E., Jimmy James, a
junior Civil Engineering major, competed in the Houston
Student Paper Contest along
with his competitors who were:
a young lady representing the
University of Houston and a
young man representing Rice
University. Jimmy gave an
excellent presentation of his
paper compared to his
opponents. The winner of the
contest was Jimmy James,
which he received a $50.00
check. Now he has a chance to
become a winner at the Texas
Student Paper Contest which is
scheduled for March 25, 1982
in Fort Worth, Texas.
By Norris Hunter
"The world is a book ... he
who stays at home reads but
one page:•

Jl!il ~
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Moll this coupon ond,o check
money order tor the
tolol amount to
Lite Beer T-Shirt Offer
PO Box 1153
Milwaukee. WI 53201

or

" I'm a Famous Lite Beer
Drinker"' Hih1rt ($5 00 each)
_ Small
Medium
Ute Beer Dictionary T-Shirt ($5 00 each)

(Quontlly)

Smoll
Med ium

large
___ X•lorge

No p\Jfchose necessary Allow 4 0 weeks lo, oe1ive1v Vo 1d ,n
,
low W1scons1n 1es,oen1s odd 4 •• soi es to
U

and wtie1e
2

government agencies to develop special consumer education programs. Departments of
Motor Vehicles might have a
vehicle safety check program
during that week in cooperation with service station
dealers. Consumer affairs
offices might announce the

availability of special information hot-lines or new consumer
information programs.
Work with local business to
design and distribute posters
or wallet cards on a consumer
right, or work with them to
establish their own Consumer
Bill of Rights.

MARCH 18-23, 1982
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How Much Do You Know
About Student Health Center?
(35) years, and Dr. Franklin, Federal government to serve
Please complete the quiz
the University physician who the community. Eligibility
given below, answers appear at
preceded Dr. Owens.
the end of this article. After
determinations and charges for
The Health Center provides services are based upon a
reading the article, sec if your
out-patient and inpatient care. sliding fee schedule as required
score improves.
It serves as an amulatory, by the Department of Health
I . How old is your student
out-patient care facility for the and Human Services. The
Health Center? a. I year, b. 3
students and citizens of Waller State of Texas and student fees
years, c. 20 years, or d. 53
and neighboring counties. The do not provide the funds for
years.
forty-three (43) beds on the the above mentioned services.
2. How large is your student
second floor are for the
Health Center? a. 5000 sq. ft.,
The Health Center is
in-patient needs of students available for use by all,
b. 15,000 sq. ft., C. 25,000 sq.
THE OWENS-FRANKLIN HEALTH CENTER
and occasionally short (24 students, employees, visitors,
ft., or d. 50,000 sq. ft.
hours) term care for common and friends. However, emplo3. The Health Center has
ity patients.
out-patient facilities only. a.
yees visits are not covered by
The Health Center is not a Workers Compensation for
True or b. False
4. There (is) (are) - - - State supported entity. It is routine visits such as colds, flu,
International Games ToumaResults were: Mens Doubles
The week of February ment at the University of Texas (Table Tennis) - 6th place,
considered to be an auxiliary headache, etc. Workers Comprimary care physician (s hired
kicked off the start of the at Austin. Each champion Kelly Solomon and Fred
enterprise and has to depend pensation can be used in the
by the University to deliver
campus games tournament at participated in three days of Harper; Video Games - 8th
solely on private donations, Health Center for work related
care to the students. a. 1, b. 2,
Prairie View A&M University. competition and socialization place, Vom R. Beaty; Women
students fees, and patient fees. accidents or problems. Hence,
c. 3 or d. None
Each campus residence hall with twenty-six other colleges Billiards _ 7th place, Yolanda
5. The Health Center is The student fees that are the employee is responsible for
conducted a tournament dur- and universities from Texas, Jackson; and Chess - 14th
received are from a general paying for his/her medical
supported by State funds. a.
ing the week's activity. bouisiana, and Arkansas.
place, Darrell Clemons.
student service fee that is paid care. The Center does accept
True or b. False
Following numerous tense and
by the students and the Health insurance if deductibles have
6. The State provides funds
anxious moments, each event
for an ophthalmologist, den- Center receives a small portion been met, you should contact crowned a campus champion .
of this general fee. There is no the University Insurance Oftist, physical therapist.
. . Darrell Clemons - Chess,
separate student health fee.
a. True or b. False
fice for more details regarding Yorn R. Beaty - Video Games,
There are three physicians the use of Southwestern Tolu Agunbiade - Table Tennis
7. The above services are a
located in the Center. Dr. E. Insurance in the Health (singles), Kenneth ldlebird part of the student health fee.
R. Owens who is the Center.
a. True or b. False
Billiards (Men), Yolanda
Taxpayers who buy qualify- that if a bank allows a taxpayer
University's physician and
8. The students pay a
Now that you have read the Jackson - Billiards (Women), ing All-Savers certificates can to enroll in a high-yield
student health fee. a. True or Medical Director for the article, why not try taking the Fred Harper and Joe Robinson exclude up to $1,000 ($2,000
investment such as a 30-day
b. False
Center; Dr. Edwin Pratt who is test again. if you have further
- Table Tennis (Doubles).
on a joint return) of the certificate of deposit at 40
9. The Health Center a National Health Service questions, please call 857-3022.
On February 11, the campus interest on those certificates percent interest, the bank
Corp. physician for the Rural We look forward to seeing you
provides 24 hour service.
tournament champions ad- from their income, the Internal cannot require that the
9. The Health Center Health Initiative Program; Dr. during "Health Awareness vanced to the National
Revenue Service said.
taxpayer re-invest the funds in
Janice Kelley who is the Week'.'
provides 24 hour service. a.
Association of College Union
The qualifying certificates an All-Savers certificate. If it
True or b. False
administrator for the Health
Answers: I. B; 2. C; 3. B; 4.
are issued between October I, does, the interesl from this
10. The Health Center is for Center.
A; 5. B; 6. B; 7. B; 8. B; 9. A;
1981, and December 31, 1982. certificate is not tax-free.
The Center is open from 10. B; and 11. b.
student use only. a. True or b.
They have a maturity of one
9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. for
False
For more information on
year and pay interest equal to
A $ l ,000 grand prize will be
Employees of Prairie View normal clinic activity and Itemizing Deductions
All-Savers Certificates, check
70
percent
of
the
investment
awarded in the upcoming
may use the Center without twenty-four (24) hours for
on the most recently the tax instructions that come
paying for services. a. True or emergency services.
wi t h the tax package, or
May Save Tax Dollars poetry competition sponsored yield
issued 52-week Treasure bills.
by World of Poetry, a
There arc several programs
b. False.
request IRS Publication 553,
Individuals may pay less tax
All-Savers certificates canThe Owens-Franklin Health in the Center including Family by filing Form 1040 because quarterly newsletter for poets.
Highlights of 1981 Tax
not
be
contractually
linked
to
Poems of all styles and on
Center is a 25,000 square foot Planning and the Rural Health they can take itemized
Changes, available by using
any other investments or
facility located on the campus Initiative Program. These deductions that cannot be any subject are eligible to
benefits and still be tax-free, the handy order blank in the
of Prairie View A&M programs are available to all taken on Form 1040A. compete for the grand prize or
tax package.
the
IRS stressed. This means
for 99 other cash or
University. This facility was community patients as well as Charitable
contributions,
dedicated in September, 1978 students. These services in- interest, certain non-business merchandise awards, totaling ~~~...--~~~~,
and is named for two clude Ophthalmology, taxes, medical and dental over $10,000.
Says Contest Chairman,
physicians, Dr. Emory R. Otolaryngology, Dental, Pre- expenses, certain losses, and
Owens who is the present Natal Audiology, Nutrition, other expenses may be itemized Joseph Mellon, "We are
physician for the University Pharmacy, and Physical Ther- as deductions on Schedule A encouraging poetic talent of
every kind, and expect our
"Your Rexall Store"
and has been at Prairie View apy which are provided (Form 1040).
contest to produce exciting
for approximately thirty-five through a grant from the
Some taxpayers must itemize
discoveries'.'
SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
their deductions and some
Rules and official entry
should itemize their deductions
forms are available from the
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
because it will save them
World of Poetry, 2431
money.
Stockton Blvd., Dept. E,
Check the instructions for
Telephone 826-2445
Nights 826-6920
Sacramento, California, 95817.
your tax return for details.

Campus Games Tournament Held

All Savers Certificates
Give Interest Tax Break

Poetry Contest

~WARD'S PHARMACY

T@stie

OH U.S.'290

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

~•

04RESTAURANT
k.

"Famous For Our Steaks"

Hempstead, Texas

BOOKS & MUSIC
BEST SELLER PAPERBACKS
Latest 8-Track and Cassette TAPES
HARD BACKS
9:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday-Saturday

PRIVATE DINING AREA
Will Accomodate Up to 150
For Banquets - Parties
Business Meetings
Hours: 5:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. Daily

Hempstead, Texas n445

372-9719
2624 Hwy. 290

Waller

VISA and MASTE-ROiARGf

PCS ACCIPTID
Students Receive 10 % DISCOUNT
on All Prescriptions with ID

FOR YOUR INSURANCE
and
REAL ESTATE NEEDS

WALLER INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE
JACK WARREN

Owner

Waller Phar•acy

Direct Houston Phone

372-2131

463-1871

1219 Farr Street

Waller, Texas 77484

-

Office Phone 372-3689
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Thankyou,
Panthers!

We were impressed by those of you
we interviewed last week. If you have any
further questions, just write us at the
address below. If we didn't talk to you
at all, please send us a resume.
And if you '11 include a note
requesting it, we'll send you
a free copy of our "Oil & Gas Pocket
Reference 1981." It's a compilation
of facts about the U.S.
petro-energy industry.
As the world's largest supplier of
oilfield drilling and production
equipment, National Supply is part
of that industry, too.
We· d like to hear from you.
For your free copy of the pocket
reference, if you have some questions,
or you'd like to send us
your resume, write to:
Scott Laurie or Donna Angelici
Human Resources
National Supply Company
1455 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027

1RMcb NATIONAL

· V

SUPPLY
COMPANY
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Intramural Recreation Report

Track Team Wins Trophies
Women and Men
Shine at Grambling

Intramural Basketball
Prairie View A&M University's Intramural Basketball
League is in full swing.
Presently three leagues have
been organized for men and
women students, and faculty
and staff. Divisional play will
continue until April 12th. At
that time a tournament
championship will be scheduled for all teams.

April 3rd, the Intramural
Department will host a
four-team University Basketball Tournament for men and
women. Presently Lamar
University and Texas A&M
University are scheduled to
compete along with another
university. Play will start at
9:00 a.m. , with competition
being held in Gym I and Gym
II.

Female Recreation Program Set
PARTICIPANTS AND PV DIRECTOR AT AR.EA MEET
- Groep ~t attended baduda 0-r) Fffll Ruper, Dandl
Clemons, Yoluda lack.son, Kelly Solomoe, Voa R. Beaty, Km
ldlebird ud Intramural Director, PhD Olapman.

Intramural Basketball Teams
And Schedules
EASTERN DMSION
1. Tar Heels
2. The Northwinds
3. vs
4. Panther Oub
S. Celtics
6. Galveston's Players
7. Black Knight
8. Crimson Express
9. Supersonics
WFSfERN DIVISION
JO. Victings
11. Allst&rs
12. The Gunners
13. Rebels
14. Chicqo Oub
IS. Warrior..
16.~
17. Texas Express
18. Devils

The Intramural and Recreation Department has planned
recreational activities strictly
for the female student body,
faculty and staff. Presently,
activities will be held in Gym II
(Dome) between the hours of
8:00 and 10:00 p.m. each

MARCH 23
10 vs. 16
I vs. 7

2 vs. 6
MARCH 24
9 vs. 8
11 vs. U

18 vs. 17
MARCH 29
10 vs. 14
1 vs. S
2 vs. ,t
18 vs. IS
MARCH 38
MARCH 31
9 vs. 6
10 vs. 12
J7vs.16
Jvs. 3
8 vs. 7
18 vs. 13
APRIL 5
APRIL 6
9 vs. 4
16 vs. IS
11 vs. 14
7 vs. 6
8 vs. 5
18 vs. 1l
FlrstGame .... . .... . . .. 4:30
Second Game ... . ....... S:30
Third Game ...•.•.. . .. .6:30

Intramural Track Meet April 2

Eastern Division (Men)

SCHEDULE
MAROI 22
3 vs. S
11 vs. IS

Ken ldleblrd, blWarcls compedtor.

Tuesday and Thursday.
In the near future, the
program will be scheduled
nightly. Activities to be offered
include jogging, indoor bowling, volleyball, badminton,
basketball, tumbling and
exercise programs.

Third Week of Play -

t.
l.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

February 3rd to 13rd
Co,iferenre Record
Won Lost
T Alt HEELS (fie 4tll Place) .................. 1
l
THE NORTHWINDS (Tldnl Place) •••.•••.... 2
l
VS(l'le"Seco11C1) ....••.••••.••••.•...•..•.... 2
1
PANTBERCLUB(Flntl'lace) •.•.••.•....... 3
I
CELTICS (Ile Secoed) .•• • •••...•••.•.•..... 2
1
GALVESTON'S PLAYERS (11d1ftll Place) .. .9
3
BLACI1'NIGHT(TleFoutlaPlace) •••.•...•. 1
l
CIUMSON EXPRF$ (l'ic Flfdl Place) .•• • •.•. 0
3
SUPERSONICS(lleSecolld) •...•............ 2
1

Western Division (Men)

Third Week of Play - Febnuuy 15th to 17th
Con/ermct: Record
Won Lost
10. VWNGS (Tie Tldrd Place) ................... 2
l
11. ALL.STARS (l'le Secoad Place) ............... 2
1
12. THE GUNNERS (Flftlt Place) ••••••••••.••••. O
3
13. REBELS (Ile Secolld Place) . . .. . ......... . . . . l
1
14. CHICAGO FAST BREAK (Ile nird Place) .... 1
1
15. WAllRIORS (Flnt Place) •••.•.•.•.•......•.. 2
0
16. COOGS (Foarth Place) .. • ...• . . . .•..•. . ..... 0
l
The Dribbling Angels 17. TEXASEXPRF$(TicThirdPlace) •...•...... 1
1
W L
1
Dribbling Angels . . . ... 1 0 started league play with a close 11. DEVIl.S (Tic Third Place) .••.•.•.•......... . . 1
Golden Shooters .. . ... 1 0 victory over the: Dallas
Dallas Diamonds ...... 0
1 Diamonds 25-24. Lynn Jackson led all scorers with 10
Special Forces ...... .. . 0
l
points.
Results - WEEK I
w L for 12 points; Phillip Chapman
Toe second game: saw the
Angels 2S ....... Diamonds 24
Long Rifles ....... . ... 1 o who chipped in with 10 points;
Shooters 45 .. ... . . . Forces 18 Golden Shooters capture a
o Terry Knighton, contributor of
Hybird Energy Systems . I
Finally, the Girls Basketball 45-18 victory over the Special
1 9 points; and Charlene
Forces.
Alice
Harris
hit
the
silk
Trouble
Shooters
.
.
...
.
0
League is off and running.
1 McWhorter (yes .. . a lady! 1)
for 17 points and Jackie Grand S. A. Warriors . . .. .. .. 0
Excitement, chills, and spills
who hit the bucket for 8
Results - WEEK I
can be seen in the Dome each 7 points for the Shooters .
Janet
Jones
poured
in
7
points
Thursday evening starting at
Long Rifles 52, Trouble points.
for the Forces.
4:30.
Shooters 36; and Energy Faculty Schedu'e
Systems 47, Warriors 45.
•1
Week one of faculty
1. Trouble: Sbooten
basketball action opened with
2. Long Rifles
a match between the AROTC
3. Hyblnl Energy
Long Rifles and the NROTC
m. Special Forces
I. Dallas Diamonds
4. The Vlkinp
Trouble Shooters. The contest
IV. Golden Shooters
5. The BnUdop
O. The: Dribbling Angles
was nip and tuck throughout
6. S. w. Wanton
0 . Forces
Mardl4 . .. . . . I. Dalla Diamonds
tl}e first half of play. During
MARCH S
MARCH 19
vs.
vs.
the second half, the: Long
1 vs. 6*
I vs. 2*
Angla
Shooters
Rifles eventually pulled out
5 vs. 2•
6 vs. 3*
I.An&)es
O. Forces
Mardi 18 • .. ..
ahead to stay, winning the
4 vs. 3•
S vs. 4*
vs.
vs.
contest by a score of 52-36.
APRIL
l
MARCB26
Diamonds
Shooters
The second game matched
4 vs. 1*
1 vs. S*
the
Student
Affiars
Warriors
n. Shooters
Marcb25 .•.. .
I. Forces
S vs. 3•
4 vs. 6*
against the Engineering Hybird
vs.
vs.
2 vs. 6*
3 vs. 2•
Energy Systems. From the
Aagles
Diamonds
APRIL 19
APRIL 16
beginning jump to the final
U. Diamonds
I. AJl&)es
April I .......
Double
3
vs.
l
•
buzzer,
there
are
plenty
of
vs.
vs.
Elimination
2 vs. 4•
action
from
baseline
to
Shooters
Forces
Toumament
6 vs. s•
baseline. Eventually the EnerD. Angles
April 7 •. • •.. .
I. Forces
Starts
gy Systems pulled out a narrow
vs.
vs.
•The second team listed is the
47-45 victory.
Diamonds
Shooters
The Warriors' scoring was home team and should have
led by Hannis Bell who white jerseys.
a. Angles
Aprill .......
I. Dallas
pumped in 13 points. Paul First Game ... .. ........ S:00
VL
VS.
Jackson hit for 12 points. Second Game ....... .. . . 6:00
Goldea Sllooten
Forces
Horace Phelps and Mark Third Game . .. _.. ..... . 7:00
•ALL GAMES TO BE PLAYED ON THURSDAYS
McCalure each tossed in 10
-THE FIRST NAME IS THE HOME TEAM
points apiece. Top scorers for
"Sunday clears away the
First Game - 4:30
Second Game - S:30
the Energy Systems were: rust of the whole week!'
"TOURNAMENT STARTS APRIL Utb _ · . _ .· ·
LIJ-.yrcncc , Willi&JilS wh.o shot • _
- Joseph Addison

Girls Basketball Standings

Faculty Basketball Standings

~

ldlebird, Plall Cupma and Yoludalldtloll.

McKinley CONTINUED from Page 1
(senior-to-be from Houston)
from linebacker to the
offensive line and Michael
Weatherspoon
(junior-to-be
from Pineland, Tx.) from
tailback to tight end.
"We have some athletes
with some good ability and
we'll find spots for them
somewhere in the system that
we are running. We'll find
them a spot where they fit
best:• McKinley said.
McKinley added that the
depth chart would change
several times before the spring
drills end in April and maY.
change drastically before the
first game for the Panthers,
September 4 against Southwest

PV6oHT1111111
Mtlm/JtJrs in Baton
RIJllgB TOUl1IIIIIIIJllt
Three members of the
Prairie View golf team
competed in the President's
Invitational Tournament in
Baton Rouge, LA on March

4-S.

Charles Hopkins, John
Baree and Allen Pettis
competed against Jackson
State, Mississippi Valley,
Southern and Texas Southern.
The Panthers next match is the
Prairie View-Texas Southern
SWAC Invitational.
Hopkins led the Panthers
shooting 85-42-84 having a
total of 211 . Baree shot fo
100-43-103 his total 246 and
Texas.
Pettis shot for 103-51-104 with
"Our problem still seems to a total of 258.
be depth. And it loots like
we'll be counting on freshmen things considered the first
to solve that problem if some scrimmage and the week of
spring drills "looked promisareas:• McKinley said.
But in all, McKinley said all ing!'

Prairie View Intramural
Track Meet will be held April
2, 1982 at 4:00 p.m. at
Blackshear Stadium. Entry fee
will be $1.00 per person. The
first and second place winners
of each event will advance to
the Mini Olympics between
Texas Southern University and
Prairie View A&M University.
Activities for Men and
Women:
Long Jump
High Jump
Softball Throw
100 Meter Dash
200 Meter Dash
400 Meter Dash
800 Meter Dash
1600 Meter Run
400 Meter Relay
800 Meter Relay
1600 Meter Relay
NOTE: Each participant is
allowed to enter up to a
maximum of three (3) events.
Entry forms are available in
the intramural department in

Gym I between the hours of
4:00 and 10:00 p.m.
ENTRY DEADLINE:
MARCH 29 at 5:00 p.m.

Tennis Team
Loses to TSU
By Seroy Tillman
Prairie View's tennis team
suffered their first lil>se of the
season to Texas Southern, 8..0
Houston.
In the singles division the
Tigers dominated the Panthers, winning six straight
matches. Remo Osho of TSU
defeated Arthur Washington,
6-2, 6-0. Joseph loeh of TSU
defeated Martin Olabcagi, 6-4,
6-4. Peter Okpokpo of TSU
defeated Dcmtrius Fowler 6-2,
6-1. Alton Ellzy of TSU
defeated Roger Berry, 6-1, 6-0.
Leon Belcher defeated Jimmy
A~derson 6-2, 6-0. Richard

TE OLDE WEST
BAltGAll BOUSE

For Men-Women

Body Building

Contest Scheduled
On May 2, 1982, Texas

A&M University's Weight
Lifting Oub will host The Gulf
Coast Classic and the Mr.
Collegiate Texas Body Building Championships. Participants must be in an accredited
Texas college carrying a
minimum of ten (10) semester
hours. Trophies will be awarded from first to fifth
place and overall in the Mr.
Collegiate Texas Division. ln
the Ms. Gulf Coast Division
Trophies will be awarded from
Scott defeated Ned Armstrong, 6-3, 6-2.
The Tigers also walked away
with the double division
winning the two matches.
Osho and loeh of Texas
Southern defeated Olabeagi
and Fowler, 6-1, 6- 1 and
Belcher and Okpokpo defeated
Washington, 6-2, 6-3.
The Panthers are scheduled
to play in a Round Robin
Tournament on March 26-28
in Houston, Texas.

By Leroy Tillman
Prairie View's women's
tract team won four first place ·
trophies at the Grambling
State Relay Invitational in
Grambling, LA.
The Pantherettes along with
the men competed against
Arkansas-Pine Bluff, Alcorn,
Southern, Northeast State, and
Grambling.
·
Lorette Edwards, Easter
Gabriel, Casandra Graham,
and Shelia LaBome won the
400 meter, sprint medley and
800 meter relays in 46.01,
1:41.07 and 1:38.37.
The 1600 meter relay team
of Cynthia Bosie, LaBome,
Edwards and Gabriel won in a
time of 3:46.06.
Graham won first place in
the 100 yard dash and Rhonda
Clay finished fifth.
In the long jump, the

The men's 880 relay team of
Terry Graham, Kenneth Carter, Randy Randle, and
Cornelius Turner sped to a
1:30.50 time.

The Panthers broke open a
close game with two runs in the
top of the fourth and James
held the Wildcats scoreless for
the last five innings.
Phillip Williams, Choice and
Denmon drove in two runs
each in the second game, Battle
and Robinson also plating a
run.
Meyers walked eight but had
five strike-outs to help him
stay out of trouble.
first to fifth place in two height
classes as well as one overall
winner.
Students interested in participating should contact Mr.
Phillip Chapman in the
Intramural Department (Gym
I) between 4 and 10 p.m. The
entry fee is $ l 5. Registration
deadline is April 16, 1982.

FEATURING "JORDACHE'S"

~

for women under $40.00

~

CHARLIE- -

The two mile relay team of
Earnest Bell Michael Samuel
Eric Pierce' and Mel Trah~
had a time of 7:54.90.
The mile relay team of
Carter, Turner, Graham and
Bryan McKinley bad a time of
3:20.97.
Reginald Jones ran the 100
meter dash in 10.92.

Coach McKinley Signs
Three Football Players
Football coach Jim McKinley signed three players from
Houston to bring the total to
24 players signed to national
football letters of intent.
Signed were Andre Napier, a
225-pound offensive lineman
from Madison, and Washington players Michael Thomas, a
22S-pound offensive line and
Wilfred Thomas, a 195-pound
tailback.

PV Baseball Team Sweeps
Double Header 8-6 and 5-2

--JENE'S

Prairie View upped its
baseball record to 11-2 by
sweeping a doubleheader from
Paul Quinn, 8-6, and S-2.
Allen Lee and Lloyd Choice
spearheaded the Panther win
in the first game collecting
three hits each while Gerald
Robinson and Choice again
collected two hits each in the
second game.
Gregory James picked up
the first win for the Panthers,
allowing only two runs and
nine hits. Wilbert Meyers
picked up the win in the second
game giving Paul Quinn seven
hits.
In the first game Reginald
Hill scored two runs while
Anthony Bryant, Thomas
Battle, Lee and Walter
Denmon scored the other
Panther tallies.

"Napier has good size:,
speed and intelligence and with
his work habits can develop
into a top lineman:• Mcl{jnJey
said. Injuries stood in the way
of the 6-4, 22S-pound lineman
having a successful senior
season but the potential is
there, McKinley said, He
could be a "diamond in the
rough:' McKinley said.
Michael Thomas played
both offense and defense and
has " excellent strength and
speed" and was an all-district
performer.
Wilfred Thomas, too, played both offense and defense.
He led his district in
interceptions and kickoff
returns and was an all district
selection two years. "Our
program will benefit early
from the talents of this all
around athlete:• McKinley
said.

SOFTBALL SIGN UP
Registration for Intramural Softball has or-rived for men, women
students, faculty and
staff. Anyone Interested
in submitting a team
must have signed up
with the Intramural
Deportment on or
Before March 29, 1982.
Entry Fee -

$20.00
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LATEST FASHIONS FOR TODAY'S WOMAN
Hwy. 290 in Woller
372-2437

Full Line of
WESTERN WEAR

Chicken 'N Rolla

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS

Girls Basketball Schedule

James C. Lloyd, Owner

713-372-9300

Waller, Texas 77484

CITY DRUG-HEIPSTEAI
826-2496

HEIPSTEAD CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING

Alterations -

Laundry Service

COUNTRY FRIED CHICKEN, HAMBURGERS,
~ COUNTRY FRIED STEAK

,,

Where You Get More Than Just
A Welcome and Good Service

2430 Main

Kelly Solomo■

Pantheret.tes finished two and
four, with Lynn Gamble
leaping 18-10 and Davis
Burrough's fourth.

W. W. Wilkes, Owner

THE SHIRT SHOP
Featuring the Latest in Decals;
Plus a Large Variety of
TH-Airh

c;,b

Phone 826-3798
12th and Austin
Hempstead, Texas

00 - ~·
8
.,.,..,..

1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

LE'ITERS AND NUMBERS AVAILABLE
1219 Austin Street
826-8357
Hempstead, '_"fexas. ?7~45,

Open 10 a.m. • 10 p.m.
FAMILY DINING ROOM
DRIVE THRU WINDOW
CATERING
Tel. 826-6578

Hwy. 290

Hempstead

ESTEE LAUDER PRODUCTS
JR. or MISSY FASHIONS
JAMES AVERY JEWELRY

Jeanette's Gifts and Fashions
837 12th St.
Hempstead, Texas
Downtown Hempstead
Telephone 826-330
9:00-5:30 Monday-Friday - Saturday 9:00-5:00

